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About This Content

Unite the forces of the Post-Human Coalition and the Substrate and conquer your foes in exciting new single-player scenarios
that will test your strategy and skill. Then, for some multiplayer excitement, explore new maps that range from 2 player

skirmishes all the way up to large, 6-player rumbles.

Features

 Scenarios

 Overlord - An overpowering Substrate entity controls the only Turinium Generator on the map. The PHC has
managed to hack one of the Substrate’s assemblies, allowing you to build their units in addition to your own. Can
you and your two AI allies smash through the enemy’s defenses before the planetary conversion is complete?

 Assault - Massive waves of enemy frigates are flooding and controlling the world of Pythos. Combining your
PHC forces with hacked Substrate forces - including a powerful Avatar unit - you will need to fight to turn the
tables and take back the world.

 Maps

 Fast and Furious - Get right to the combat in this small, fast 2-player map.

 Dread Valley - Capture the generators and seize control in this small, open area 4-player map.
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 Slow and Steady - Team up and conquer your foes in this large, 6-player map ideal for 3v3 matches.

 Assault - Enjoy an epic 1v1 match on this asymmetrical map from the Assault scenario.

 Scavenger - If you feel like an old-fashioned ‘comp stomp’, this map from the Overlord scenario is great for a
3v1 setup.

 Frozen Wastes - Resources are scarce and there’s a giant mountain in the way that you must conquer in this
small, 4-player map.
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Franchise:
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Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64-bit Windows 10 / 8.1 / 7

Processor: Quad-core Intel / AMD Processor

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: 2 GB GDDR5 NVidia GeForce 660 / AMD R7 360 or better

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 27 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card

Additional Notes: 1920x1080 Display Resolution or Higher

English,German,French,Italian
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Plug your controllers in and it's perfect for playing with friends on the couch. The music is awesome and makes a hell of a party
game. I already played it to death on the Xbox360 and now it's finally out on PC!. This game is AWFUL. What a waste of
game. The controls are poor, the story is very bland, and the game itself reeks of poor coding. Normally I will play a game for a
few hours to a tleast give it a chance, I refuse to do that with this game. Not enough checkpoints as well. STAY AWAY!!!!!!!

I dislike this game so much, I won't even give it a full review. TRASH!. Highly recommended. Suggestion: Anyone who finds
revisiting substantially older games enjoyable should check out Magic Carpet 1 & 2. Playing around with those old gems will
truly affect your appreciation for this Early Access, and should spark your imagination as to what this game could accomplish.
My hats off to the developer for choosing one of my most memorable childhood favorites as inspiration. Can't wait to see the
endgame.. I had began to play "arkanoid games" with Arkanoid in good old C64 and I met TRAZ later and imo it was the best
arkanoid game ever made. I actually haven't been impressed any kind of games during the last three decades until I play
Doughlings.

Doughlings has been one of the nicest surprises of the year for me. It is highly polished game on every aspect and really fun to
play. It has so many cool ideas. Bringing super heroes with different skills to a puzzle game works MARVELlous (:P) Also it
merges both arkanoid and puzzle bobble style games succesfully, i really don't think there is any other alternative outthere...

Visuals feels like really polished Amiga games(Pinball Fantasies, Speedball 2 etc.) Graphics are so neat and stylish. Little
doughlings looks really cute and fun to hit:)

And the last but not least, everthing runs smoothly, I didn't see any bug or glitch or anything ruins the playability.. Pretty intense
experience. Really hate those zombies. Density is good. Music is great. The main character is awesome as hell.

They should definitely add more levels.. It's a good game. Also I'm glad that I'm more successful in VR than in battleroyale
games. And zombie is a trouble.. YES YES YES so recommended.. a nice looking game and SO FUN like really fun when you
play it with your friends man it's been a long time since i laughed so hard like that in a game and its also free! , i played it with
my friends as a full stack 8
-----
To the deveolpers

i hope you guys add new maps new styles i would love to see that it will be hella more fun + more teams like 4 teams 2/2/2/2 not
just 4v4 .. u need a good computer to run
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Interesting story and atmosphere. Good spooks!. Big fish will happen with this set. The Fishcabin M plus is the highlight item
here.. Get ready to have about 10 minutes of fun. I would instead recommend you download Kid Nikki for NES. It's just as hard
as this game, but was made decently. This game is super duper pooper repetitive-ive-ive-ive.. A lot of fun. Needs to be updated..
HARAMBE OUT. Edit: As of the last year or so, Blackjacket has more or less abandoned this game, which is a shame.
Multiplayer is difficult to find if not nonexistent. While you can still technically play it with bots for a lot of people it isn't as
fun. I will leave my review as stands because despite the tragedy of it being abandoned I still adore this game, and really wish
that it can either be picked back up or that another game developer makes a similar style game. This is a warning to anybody
expecting to try and buy the game now; if you are looking for multiplayer, you will be disappointed.

Metal Drift is honestly a jewel amidst broken glass; a diamond in the rough. There are too few games of its caliber out in the
general PC world anymore, and most are either too expensive, too limited in what they can provide, or too broken to even be
worth playing, usually any number of the three mixed together.

The general synopsis: Metal Drift is what I like to call Soccer with Tanks and Lasers. You're given two teams; one blue,
Athalon, and one red, Triax; and a ball in the center of the map. Players grab the ball and try to take it to the enemy's base to
goal...only it's not that simple. Players can die and explode into bits and pieces, some players can be sneaky and use power-ups
to one-side you. As you play the game, you level up your skills and unlock different weapons and skills; from the starter auto-
repair and basic blaster, to the all-powerful shock cannon and teleportation ability, there is a guarantee that there will be a
specific ability and weapon combo that will fit your playstyle.

Now, the pros and cons:

Pros:

+ Great narration/voice actor for narrating
+ Awesome gameplay
+ Great level variety
+ Good graphics without the cost of a high pc; my craptop could run this smoothly at 4 years old.

Cons:

- AI has a tendency to gang up on you if you're closer than the bot with the ball
- A very tiny playerbase...save for private communities there isn't much in the way of a playerbase.

This game NEEDS to be more popular. It is amazing, fun, and engrossing. The fact that it looks like a really good game that
easily trumps any full-price game of its caliber currently on the market, and costs much less as well, should make it a very
popular title. It's sad that nobody plays this besides the few private groups out there, and there needs to be more players. I
DEFINITELY, beyond a doubt, recommend this game to any passersby, just because of how fun it is.

-Kerian. worst artifex game i have played in a long time ...

first off the story is really rushed ! and kinda boring ... and dont get me wrong i think this story could have been great! but it just
feels very rushed and alot of story holes !
and i dont even get why the villans are speaking nazi like german and i felt kinda very insulted(still do), why are germanys so
many time posted as evil...? we are not all that way u should know and we dont speak german like it is showed here also why are
the enemy german ? makes no sense
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